Tech Clip Kit

This do-it-yourself kit contains everything a design engineer needs to create and assemble a high performance PCB shield prototype without special tools or experience. Our engineering team developed this fast and easy solution to streamline the development and EMI test stages of your project. Now you can cut and form a one piece board level shield to your exact specifications saving you both time and money.

Included in Your Kit

- 20 - Tech Clips in standard tape and reel packaging for high-speed automated placement
- 2 - 60mm x 80mm x 0.25mm Tech Clip Covers

Applications & Benefits

- Everything you need to assemble a high performance PCB shield prototype without special tools or experience.
- Fast and easy solution to streamline development and EMI test stages of your project saving you time and money.

Material

- Tech Clips - .008" Thick Pre-Tin Plated Phos. Bronze
- Tech Clip Covers - .010" Thick Alloy 770

Availability

- In stock and ready to ship
- Full production quantities of your completed Tech Clip Cover can be made available in as little as 2 weeks.

Additional Products

Quick turn, low cost, standard and custom covers available. Contact our sales team for available options.
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Statement of Lieu of Warranty: All technical information and data in this document is based on tests and is believed to be accurate and reliable. Nevertheless, since the products described herein are not provided to conform with mutually accepted specifications and the use thereof is unknown, the manufacturer and seller of the products do not guarantee results, freedom from patent infringement, or suitability of the products for any application thereof. The manufacturer and seller of the products described in this document will provide all possible technical assistance and will replace any products proven defective. No statement or recommendations made by the manufacturer or seller not contained herein shall have any force of effect unless in conformity with an agreement signed by an officer of the seller and manufacturer. Product testing by the purchaser is recommended in order to confirm expected results.
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